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CONCEPT (SOCIAL AIMS):
Technological development of our times reflects a social stratification  of momentous scale. While some people achieve the

unachievable, pushing the limits of global knowledge, imagination and possibilities, others - fight for a possibility of satisfying basic

needs. We believe that the essence of all global morality is a common responsibility , taken by people for the humanity of others.

As the capacity of the bridge is the capacity of the weakest link - the measure of the mankind is the measure of the weak .

We propose to think about architecture in archetypical way, to consider it as a shelter, to consider modern environment as a

place of unpredicted and improbable, to perceive geography as a constant change, a place of global influences and a place

without distances, where threats may be boundless and rapid. We propose to expect from the architecture, to be a tool for

finding solutions for a better tomorrow for everyone.

We are able to use advanced materials  to achieve inexpensive and portable shelter, which will serve as a multifunctional unit

providing safety in emergency situations . It will assure thermal comfort and weather protection, it will be used on the ground or

within the water.

We propose to analyze the theme of the self-sufficient habitat starting from its basics - from the definition of safety and

self-freedom, which are the starting points of every sustainable society  and every habitat.
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LOCATION:
As an example of temporary location we proposed The Holiday and Training Center in Porąbka-Kozubnik  ('70), destined for steel

workers but mostly used by dignified representatives of the government.  Self-sufficient, with own source of potable water,

emergency power system, wastewater treatment plant, and gas station, with a medical staff assuring constant health care for its

inhabitants. As the authorities had changed - its glory days passed.

SHELTERS: SUFFICIENT HABITAT I HOUSES FOR CHANGE
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A = inside area 28 sqm
B = outside area 41 sqm

when we flip sides of the shelter:
"A-side" has to increase from 28 sqm to 41 sqm

(it is 13 sqm - 46% more than the basic area)

"B-side" has to decrease from 41 sqm to 28 sqm
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CONCEPT (FUNCTIONAL AIMS):

cheap and flexible shelter for
emergency situations
single unit consists of air-supporting structure,

membranes and openings with caps | sides can be

flipped to achieve thermal comfort.

gradation of accessibility
units can be easily adjusted to achieve desirable

spatial gradation - two separate openings can serve

as skylight / window / door
shelter private semi-private semi-public

2 skylights
(above)

1 skylight
1 window

1 window
1 door

2 doors

easy to set & adjust (by rolling)
units can be easily adjusted according to the sun

position, wind direction or rainfall

90°

air-layer+membranes flipping sides

The shelter is equipped with several types of caps -

different materials assure accurate adjusting to the

weather and spatial conditions.

habitats

modular and flexible -
- from a single unit to the habitat
units can be connected and combined.

individual units

all-terrain solution
because of proposed composite 'walls' - shelter can

be used in a vast spectrum of emergency situations,

during different weather conditions, and on the

different types of terrains (including water)
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LAYERS SCHEME

2 MM aramid fiber (surface layer)

- MPET foil

1MM PVC / TPU 

300 MM air layer

1MM PVC / TPU

- PET foil

2MM aramid fiber (surface layer)

aramid fiber

(e.g. Kelvar, Twaron, Nomex, Techora )

cover layer which assures good resistance to  abrasion,

good resistance to organic solvents,  nonconductive, no

melting point, degradation starts  from 500°C; low
flammability and good fabric  integrity at  elevated

temperatures.

aramid fiber covers both: outside and inside layer

WINTER
metalized layer inside

HEATING

SUMMER
metalized layer outside

COOLING

MPET foil
(e.g. Space blanket)

a thin sheet of plastic ( PET film), which is coated with a

metallic reflecting agent, making it metallized

polyethylene terephthalate ( MPET) - it reflects up to 97%

of radiated heat.

97%

metalized layer (MPET)

3%

matte layer (PET)

flexible PVC or TPU
(air-supporting structure)

sphere-shaped PVC / TPU structure which assures

portability and efficient usable volume total volume 25 m³

usable volume 15 m³

packed~ 0,1 m³

weight~ 50 kg

[°C] [°C]

exterior exterior

[°C]

interior interior

[°C]

97%

97%

advanced membranes
assure thermal comfort, ventilation,

protection from the rainfalls, acids and fire

[°C]

MEMBRANES:
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Shelter Price: 558$
246$ NOMEX (aramid fiber)

6$ MPET foil

6$ PET foil

300$ PVC / TPU  (air layer)
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